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FASI’s FUNCTIONS

- Practical implementation of the state policy in the field of S&T and innovation activities
- S&T development projection and roadmapping
- Financing R&D and innovation activities (through special RDD programmes)
- Coordinator & contact point for governmental agencies of foreign states & international organizations on S&T cooperation
RUSSIAN POLICY

- Forecasts for Long-term S&T Development up to 2020
- Energy Strategy
- List of Critical Technologies (Energy Saving and Energy Efficiency Programs)
- Portfolio of Climate Technologies
FASI-IEA WORKSHOP

22-23 June 2009, Moscow

Roadmapping as an instrument of S&T development foresight and advancement of new energy technologies
FASI-IEA Workshop – 22-23 June 2009
Workshop agenda:

- Energy technology perspectives: global trends and Russia’s priorities
- Technology Roadmapping Methodology
- Energy Technology Roadmaps for Key Technologies and Sectors
- “Technological Platform” for Improved Energy Efficiency in Buildings
Supporting steps

- 28-29 September 2009 – Workshop on energy efficiency indicators in residential sector
- 21-22 October 2009 – Workshop on 2nd generation biofuels
- 28-29 October 2009 – Conference on hydrogen storage technologies
- 29-39 October 2009 – Workshop on clean coal technologies and energy efficient coal plants (Technology platform in Energy saving & energy efficiency)
Further steps

- 17-18 November 2009 – Workshop on energy efficiency
  (Technology platform in Energy saving & energy efficiency)
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